Many applications require communication services with guaranteed timeliness and fault-tolerance at an acceptable level of overhead. We present a scheme for restoring real-time channels, each with guaranteed timeliness, from component failures in multi-hop networks. To ensure fast/guaranteed recovery, backup channels are set up a priori in addition to each primary channel. That is, a dependable real-time connection consists of a primary channel and one or more backup channels. If a primary channel fails, one of its backup channels is activated to become a new primary channel. We propose a protocol which provides an integrated solution for dependable real-time communication in multi-hop networks. We also present a resource sharing method that signi cantly reduces the overhead of backup channels. Good coverage (in recovering from failures) is shown to be achievable with about 30% degradation in network utilization under a reasonable failure condition. Moreover, the fault-tolerance level of each dependable connection can be controlled, independently of other connections, to re ect its criticality.
Introduction
Real-time communication services have become essential for many applications, such as digital continuous media (audio and motion video) and distributed real-time control. Unlike traditional datagram services in which average performance is of prime interest, guaranteeing such \quality of service"(QoS) as message delay and error rate is the key requirement of real-time communication services. In recent years, considerable e orts have been made to guarantee the timeliness QoS. The survey paper by Aras et al. 1] discusses many of existing real-time communication schemes. By contrast, the importance of guaranteeing fault-tolerance QoS has been far less recognized. While fault-tolerant realtime communication in multi-access networks has been relatively well studied, only a few research results are available for the fault-tolerance QoS guarantee in multi-hop networks. However, there are growing needs for communication services with a guaranteed level of fault-tolerance in large-scale networks. Suppose, for example, there is a very important video conference and unanticipated network failures disconnect one or more participants from the conference for an unpredictably long period. This may lead to a failure or delay in reaching important strategic decisions, which can cause a signi cant economic loss. Catastrophic social consequences have actually been witnessed in recent breakdowns of the US telecommunication network.
Most real-time communication schemes for multi-hop networks share three common properties: QoS-contracted, connection-oriented, and reservation-based. A contract between a client and the network is established before messages are actually transferred. To this end, the client must rst specify its input tra c behavior and required QoS. Then, the network computes the resource needs (e.g., link & CPU bandwidths, and bu er space) from this information, selects a path, and reserves necessary resources along the path. (If there are not enough resources to meet the QoS requirement, the client's request is rejected.) The client's messages are transported only via the selected path with the resources reserved, and this virtual circuit is often called a real-time channel.
While this reservation-based approach has been successful in providing`hard' guarantees on timeliness QoS, it causes a serious di culty in achieving fault-tolerance (because the approach relies on static routing). Traditional failure-handling techniques for datagram services are inadequate, because a real-time message is allowed to traverse only the path on which resources are reserved a priori for it and hence cannot be detoured around failed components on the y. Instead, a new channel which does not use the failed components should be established before resuming the data transfer. However, establishing a new channel is usually a time-consuming process, which can result in a long service disruption. Moreover, such an approach cannot make any guarantee on successful failure recovery, because there may not exist a proper detour. Figure 1 illustrates such a situation.
Figure 1 (a) shows a network which contains three real-time channels. Suppose two network nodes are connected by two simplex links, each of which can accommodate up to two channels. When node N2 fails, channels 1 and 2 need to be detoured around N2.
Both channels may need to use shortest possible paths in order to maximize the chance of meeting their timeliness QoS requirements. As a result, the resource needs on the link from N5 to N6 exceed its capacity, and the link can accommodate only one of them, say channel 1, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Now, channel 2 has to be rerouted over a longer path. If channel 2's QoS requirement is too tight to t the longer path, channel 2 cannot be recovered from N2's failure. An option is moving channel 3 to a di erent path in order to accommodate channel 2 at the link from N5 to N6. However, this is not a good idea, since moving an existing channel can cause domino e ects without guaranteeing successful rerouting of the a ected channels. A better solution is not to set up channel 3 over the link from N5 to N6 in the original network.
In this paper, we propose an e cient scheme to quickly restore real-time channels from network component failures in multi-hop networks. To assure successful rerouting and avoid the time-consuming channel re-establishment process, one or more backup channels are set up a priori in addition to each primary channel. That is, a dependable real-time connection (or a D-connection for short) consists of a primary channel and one or more backup channels.
A backup channel remains a cold-standby until it is activated. In other words, it does not carry any data in a normal situation, so that the resources reserved for the backup channel may be used by other tra c. Not only non-real-time tra c but also other real- However, backups degrade the network's capability of accommodating real-time channels, because they reserve resources which can be used to accommodate other real-time channels otherwise. If the application requires high-volume message streams (e.g., motion video), the degradation will become serious. To cope with this problem, we have developed a resource-sharing method, called backup multiplexing, in which resources are shared among backup channels in such a way that fault-tolerance QoS is not compromised. Figure 2 illustrates how the same failure in Figure 1 is handled in the proposed scheme. Note the di erence between the initial channel setups. In Figure 2 (a), primary-3 is routed over N9 instead of N5, because of the resource shortage on the link from N5 to N6. On that link, backup-3 is multiplexed with backup-1 and backup-2. In this example, we assumed that channels are established in the ascending order of their indices, using a shortest-path routing method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states our design goals. Sections 3 and 4 describe, respectively, the connection-establishment and failure-handling procedures of the proposed scheme. Section 5 analyzes the service-disruption time caused by failures. Section 6 addresses the scalability issue. Section 7 presents the simulation results, demonstrating the e ciency of the proposed scheme. Section 8 discusses related work giving a comparative perspective, and the paper concludes with Section 9.
Design Goals
A real-time channel is a uni-directional virtual circuit with the capability of timelinessguaranteed, in-order, but unreliable message delivery. A real-time channel service is usually implemented with two protocols: Real-time Network Manager Protocol (RNMP) and Real-time Message Transmission Protocol (RMTP). The main function of RNMP is channel establishment and teardown, while that of RMTP is runtime control such as tra c shaping and message scheduling.
When a client requests a real-time channel to be established, it has to specify its tra c parameters (e.g., maximum message rate) and QoS requirements (e.g., message delay bound). Using this information, RNMP performs an`admission test,' which checks the availability of the resources necessary to meet the channel's QoS requirement. RNMP reserves resources if the admission test is positive. In RMTP, a tra c regulator is used to smooth (oftentimes bursty) packet arrivals, and one or multiple output queues are serviced for message scheduling and transmission. RMTP is closely related to RNMP, because the admission control of RNMP assumes a certain message-scheduling policy used by RMTP.
The main intent of this paper is to develop a protocol which augments the existing real-time channel service with the fault-tolerance capability. To provide a fault-tolerant service, we must rst de ne the underlying failure model. We assume that (infrequent) transient packet losses are acceptable to the target applications, or are dealt with by other techniques like forward error correction. Our scheme restores the real-time channel service which is disabled by \persistent" or \permanent" failures, e.g., crash failures.
The proposed protocol, called the Backup Channel Protocol (BCP), establishes Dconnections, reports detected failures to the nodes which are responsible for recovery operations, activates backup channels, resumes the disrupted real-time channel service, and recon gures resources to cope with future failures. (BCP does not deal with failure detection.) There are ve goals that drive the design of BCP:
Per-connection fault-tolerance control: Each D-connection is allowed to have a di erent fault-tolerance capability depending on its criticality. A successful recovery is guaranteed as long as the number and type of failures occurred do not exceed the fault-tolerance capability of the connection. Small fault-tolerance overhead: The amount of the additional resources required for fast/guaranteed recovery is acceptably small. Interoperability/scalability: BCP can be placed on top of any real-time channel protocol, so it can be used in wide-area networks equipped with various (heterogeneous) protocols. Also, BCP scales well, since it doesn't require each node to maintain global knowledge of network status.
Establishment of a Dependable Connection
Instead of providing an identical level of fault-tolerance to all connections, we allow each client to specify his fault-tolerance QoS requirement. BCP then establishes necessary backups to meet the QoS requirement. Described below are the client interface and the channel-establishment procedure of BCP.
3.1 Fault-Tolerance QoS Parameter, P r Generally, the reliability of a system, denoted by R(t), is de ned as the probability that the system provides the required service from time 0 to t. In our case, the required faulttolerant real-time channel service will be provided unless all channels of a D-connection fail (near) simultaneously.
Let's consider how to derive R(t) of a D-connection. Assuming a Poisson failure process with rate , we derive R(t) of each network component to be e ? t . For the convenience of presentation, we further assume that the failure rates of all network components are same and all failures are statistically independent. Then, R(t) of a channel can be expressed as e ?n t , where the channel path consists of n components. In other words, the failure rate of the channel is n . Finally, the reliability of a D-connection can be Figure 3 (b) ; that is, R(t) = 1 ? P (the system is in the absorbing state at time t). We plot the reliability of this connection in Figure 4 by setting to 0.00005 (1= measured in minutes) which results in 332 hours of MTBF and setting to 0.1 (1= measured in minutes), which means 10 minutes of channel repair time.
However, representing the QoS parameter as a function of time is unsuitable for the client-interface model. Thus, instead of using Markov models, we use a combinatorial model to approximate the reliability of a D-connection. The approximation is possible because the channel repair rate ( ) is much larger than the channel failure rate | the channel re-establishment time is in the order of seconds or minutes, whereas MTBF is in the order of 100 or 1000 hours. Thus, a D-connection a ected by a failure returns to the initial state (state 0) much before the second failure occurs. Figure 4 shows that the D-connection's R(t) is very close to that of its end-nodes, which implies that the quick recovery results in a nearly perfect reliability except for the cases of end-node failures. In our combinatorial model, each network component is assigned a probability, , of failure occurrence during one time unit, and the D-connection under consideration is assumed to be in the initial state at the start of each time unit. When P r represents the D- connection's reliability under this combinatorial model, P r is equal to the probability that at least one channel of the D-connection remains healthy during one time unit. For example, the P r of a D-connection with a single backup is P (primary not fail) + P (primary fails \ backup not fail).
The Number and Routing of Backup Channels
Unless is very large, additional backups will not increase the R(t) value of a D-connection much, because the rst backup provides nearly the maximal reliability as shown in Figure 4 . Instead, we nd the bene t of multiple backups from a di erent perspective; we can take advantage of multiple backups to reduce resource overhead in conjunction with backup multiplexing. More details on this will be discussed in Section 7.2.
In contrast to the e ects of the number of backup channels, the routing of a backup channel has a signi cant impact on the reliability of its connection. Essentially, the links/nodes used by a primary channel may preferably be avoided in routing its backups, because overlapping routes among the channels of the same D-connection will degrade the reliability of the connection. The reliability degradation by non-disjoint routing is illustrated in Figure 5 . Throughout this paper, we assume disjoint routing of the channels belonging to the same D-connection. The routing of backup channels a ects the resource overhead as well, because backup multiplexing is largely determined by route information. Here we use the shortest path routing method to select backup paths; the issue of backup route selection was treated in 4].
Backup Multiplexing
As far as actual resource consumption is concerned, a backup channel costs nothing, since it does not actually transport any information until it is activated. However, a backup channel is not free, as it requires the same amount of resources as its primary channel to be reserved, for immediate activation upon failure of the primary. As a result, equipping each D-connection with a single backup routed disjointly with its primary reduces the network capacity by 50% or more. 1 We call the resources reserved for backups`spare resources.' The large amount of spare resources can seriously degrade the attractiveness of the backup-channel scheme.
To alleviate this problem, we have developed a resource sharing technique, called backup multiplexing. Its basic idea is that, at each link, we reserve only a very small fraction of spare resources needed for all backups going through the link. That is, resources for backup channels are`overbooked.' (In this paper, we consider only link bandwidth resources for simplicity, but other resources like bu er and CPU can be treated similarly.) One of the key problems in backup multiplexing is to decide which backups will share the same resources. A natural solution to this problem is to choose those backups which are less likely to be activated simultaneously. The probability of simultaneous activation of two backups belonging to two di erent D-connections is bounded by the probability of simultaneous failure of their respective primary channels. This probability depends on the routing of the primary channels, and increases with the number of components shared between the primary channels.
For each link, we calculate the probability | denoted by S(B i ; B j ) | of simultaneous activation of two backups, B i and B j , whose primary channels are M i and M j , respectively. Assuming that failures occur independently with the same probability , we get: S(B i ; B j ) = 1 ? P (no failure in shared components) P (no simultaneous failures in the rest)
where c(M i ) and c(M j ) are the component counts in M i and M j , respectively, and sc(M i ; M j ) is the number of components shared between them. Here, components include both nodes and links. One can use di erent failure rates for nodes and links by slightly modifying the equation.
Based on this probability, the set of backups to be multiplexed together is determined for each backup on each link, i.e., multiplexing is done hop-by-hop. B i and B j are multiplexed if S(B i ; B j ) is smaller than a certain threshold , called the multiplexing degree, which is speci c to each backup. The smaller of a backup, the higher fault-tolerance will result. For instance, if for a backup B i is set to , fast recovery of the corresponding D-connection from any single node/link failure is guaranteed, because B i will not be multiplexed with any other backup whose primary overlaps with M i . This way, per-connection control of fault-tolerance is possible, thus allowing more important connections to have higher fault-tolerance (e.g., tolerating harsher failures). In this paper, each backup is required to have the same multiplexing degree on all of its links for ease in managing P r .
Let B i ;`= fB ; B ; : : :g denote the set of backups which are not multiplexed with B i on link`. One way to determine the spare resources at link`is to nd the highest resource requirement among all sets of f B i ;`+ B i g, where all backups are considered equally regardless of their multiplexing degrees. This method may overestimate the amount of required spare resources at a link, when there are multiple backups with di erent multiplexing degrees running over the link. Suppose there are one backup with a very small and many backups with large on a link. Then, `o f the backup with a very small will determine the amount of spare resources at the link, which may be much larger than actually needed. To get around this problem, we consider only backups with no greater multiplexing degrees than that of B i when B i ;`i s constructed.
Calculation of P r
When a backup channel is activated, it draws necessary resources from the spare resources. Since backup multiplexing is based on probabilistic relations, there is a possibility, albeit rare, that the multiplexed backups need to be activated simultaneously. Such unlikely backup activations can cause the exhaustion of spare resources, so that the remaining backups cannot be activated; \multiplexing failures" are said to occur to these backups.
Calculation of P r for a D-connection with backup multiplexing requires us to consider the possibility of multiplexing failures. The P r of a D-connection composed with a primary channel M i and a backup channel B i is: P r (i) = P (M i not fail) + P (M i fails) P (B i not fail) f1 ? P muxf (B i )g; where P muxf (B i ) is the probability that B i is not available due to a multiplexing failure. P muxf (B i ) is not greater than P`P muxf (B i ;`), where P muxf (B i ;`) is the probability that B i su ers from a multiplexing failure at link`. The P r value associated with more backups can be derived similarly. Presented below are two methods for calculating P muxf (B i ;`).
Method 1
A backup channel may su er a multiplexing failure at a link, if the total resource needs by simultaneous backup activations exceed the total spare resources at the link. Suppose the number of backups on link`is Z and the spare resource at`is s`. Then, there can be 2 Z?1 di erent patterns of simultaneous backup activation with B i . Since we can, without loss of generality, label the k backups activated along with B i from 1 to k and label the remaining Z ?k ?1 backups from k +1 to Z ?1, the probability associated with each activation pattern is S(B i ; B 1 ; : : : ; B k ) f1 ? S(B i ; B k+1 ; : : : ; B Z?1 )g. Here, S(B i ; B 1 ; : : : ; B k ) indicates the probability of simultaneous activation of B i ; B 1 ; : : : ; B k .
Among the 2 Z?1 sets, we can tell which requires more resources than s`, and which does not. P muxf (B i ;`) is equal to the sum of the probabilities associated with those cases which require more resources than s`.
We use an incremental approach to calculate S(B 1 ; : : : ; B k ). We rst choose a com- 
Method 2
Multiplexing failures do not necessarily occur even if multiplexed backups are activated simultaneously. Thus, to capture the exact probability of multiplexing failures, we have to compare the total resource demands by simultaneous backup activations against s`as in Method 1. This method, however, over-estimates P muxf (B i ;`) by simply accumulating the probabilities of simultaneous backup activations which are ignored in multiplexing. This method requires much simpler calculation than Method 1 at the cost of accuracy. Note that the over-estimation of P muxf (B i ) leads to the under-estimation of P r (i), thus erring on the safe side.
B j is multiplexed with B i at link`, only if S(B i ; B j ) is smaller than i , the multiplexing degree of B i . Thus, the probability that B i will su er from a multiplexing failure on link`due to the simultaneous activation of B j is not greater than S(B i ; B j ). Let where j B i ;`j is the number of backups multiplexed with B i on link`.
Spare Resource Reservation Procedure
As in the case of primary channels, QoS negotiation and resource reservation are crucial steps of backup channel establishment. There can be several di erent schemes to deter-mine the number of backups and the associated multiplexing degrees. Here, we describe two possible schemes.
In the rst scheme, BCP selects the multiplexing degrees by considering the clientspeci ed P r requirement and/or the network status. After establishing backups, BCP calculates the resultant P r of the connection and noti es it to the client. The client may or may not be satis ed with the o ered fault-tolerance QoS level, and may accept or reject the o er. In this scheme, the client-speci ed P r requirement is met \loosely" or in a \best-e ort" manner. The number of backups can be decided beforehand, or multiple backups can be established incrementally.
In the second scheme, the client's P r requirement is met as requested, or the request gets rejected. Assume that the channel establishment is initiated by the source node. 2 A backup channel is established by using a pair of channel-establishment messages: (i) thè resource reservation message' from source to destination and (ii) the`resource relaxation message' from destination to source. In the forward pass (reservation message) to the destination, spare resources are reserved for the backup without multiplexing, while B i ;ì s calculated on each link`of the channel path with various values. The reservation message collects the B i ;`i nformation and passes them to the destination node. Then, the destination node selects the largest which satis es the required P r based on the collected information. Essentially, the problem of meeting the P r requirement is transformed to that of deciding the multiplexing degree. Fortunately, we need to try only a couple of di erent values, because the values of S(B i ; B j ) are distributed around integer multiples of when is small, i.e., S(
. Thus, the backups on a link can be grouped into a certain number of classes according to their multiplexing degrees. The number of classes is not greater than the number of components on the longest possible path in the network. In the backward pass (relaxation message) from destination to source, the spare resources on the channel path are multiplexed according to the selected . If the required P r is too high to satisfy, the client's request will be rejected. (The rejected client may opt to retry with a lower P r requirement.) BCP can decide the number of backups a priori or can establish backups incrementally until the required P r is achieved.
For both schemes, the BCP daemon at each node has to maintain the information about each backup running through the node, including the path of its primary, the multiplexing threshold, the non-multiplexable channel set, and other information like the current channel state (which will be discussed in Section 4). We will discuss the complexity and scalability of the backup-channel establishment procedure in Section 6.
Failure Recovery Procedure
The rst step in handling a failure is its detection. Depending on the semantic of a failure, all channels on the failed component may fail or only part of them may fail. QoS requirements can also make an impact on the manifestation of a failure. For instance, real-time channels for certain applications may not be able to tolerate an error rate which is acceptable to other channels set up for di erent applications. We have developed techniques for detecting channel failures, evaluated their e ciency experimentally, and reported the results in 5]. In this paper, we assume the existence of a proper failuredetection mechanism in which failed components are detected by their neighbor nodes, and focus on the procedure necessary after failure detection.
Overview
If the node which detects a failure is di erent from the node which is responsible for channel switching, the failure should be reported to the latter node. There are three important issues in failure reporting. First, who will need to receive failure reports ? Second, which path will be used for failure reporting? Third, what information needs to be carried in a failure report? Our approach to these issues is: (i) failure reports are sent from the failure-detecting nodes only to the end-nodes of failed channels, (ii) failure reports are delivered through healthy segments of the failed channels' paths, (iii) each failure report contains the`channel-id' of the failure channel.
Our approach handles multiple (near-) simultaneous failures very naturally and easily. A failure report will be discarded by a node when the same report had already been received/passed through. Thus, if multiple failures occur to a channel, only one failure report will reach its end-nodes, and all the other reports will be lost due to the failures themselves or discarded by intermediate nodes.
When an end-node of a D-connection receives a failure report on its primary channel, it selects one of its backups and sends an`activation message' along the path of the selected backup. To determine the health of backups, failures of backup channels are reported to their end-nodes in the same way as primary channel failures. During its journey, the activation message can come across a node which had already received a failure report of the backup being activated. In such a case, the activation message is simply discarded, because this new failure will be reported and another activation message will follow.
After activating a backup channel to become a new primary channel, BCP needs to recon gure the resource reservation at the intermediate nodes of the new primary channel, because some resources shared with other backups are now dedicated to the new primary channel. If the spare resources at a link are exhausted by the activation, the remaining backup channels on the link cannot function as standby channels, i.e., multiplexing failures. Multiplexing failures are reported in the same way as component failures. The key principle of our failure-recovery process is localization, so that the tra c on non-faulty parts of the network remains una ected by failure recovery.
Failure Reporting & Backup Activation
The failure-recovery process outlined in the previous section is elaborated on with a state transition diagram in Figure 6 . At each node, a channel can be in one of four states: non-existent state (N), healthy primary channel state (P), healthy backup channel state (B), and unhealthy channel state (U). The initial state is N. Upon reception of a`channelestablishment message,' the state machine enters state P or B. When a node receives a failure report (or detects a failure) in state P or B, the state machine enters U and the failure report is forwarded to the appropriate node. Additional failure reports received in state U are ignored. When an activation message is received in state B, the state machine enters P. The activation messages received in state U are ignored. The state transition for resource recon guration (e.g., from U to N, or from U to B) will be detailed later. Now, we describe and compare schemes for failure reporting and backup activation. Figure 7 illustrates three schemes. The main distinction among these schemes is where the failure reports and activation messages are generated and destined for. In Scheme 1 (Figure 7 (a) ), the downstream node of the failed component generates a failure report and sends it to the destination node of the failed channel. Then, the destination node initiates an activation message, which travels in the opposite direction of the backup channel to be activated. By contrast, in Scheme 2 ( Figure 7 (b) ), the upstream node generates the failure report, the channel source node receives the failure report, and the activation message is sent to the channel destination node. Scheme 3 (Figure 7 (c) ) is a hybrid of the rst two schemes. Both the end-nodes of a failed channel receive failure reports, and backup-channel activation is done in both ways. If an activation message reaches a node on which the backup channel has already been activated by the activation message from the other end-node, the activation message is discarded by the node. Scheme 2 and Scheme 3 have an advantage over Scheme 1 in terms of recovery delay, because data transfer through the new primary channel can be resumed immediately after sending the activation message, 3 while in Scheme 1 the data transfer has to wait until the activation message is received by the source node. If a failure occurs near the destination node, this advantage will be minimal. Scheme 3 has an edge over Scheme 2 in two aspects. First, all nodes of a failed channel are informed of the failure, which is useful for resource recon guration. Second, the channel destination node can prepare early for channel switching, and the activation delay will be reduced by the bi-directional activation. If a D-connection is equipped with multiple backups, it is necessary that both end-nodes activate the same backup. If the destination node activates a di erent backup, the backup need to be deactivated, since data messages have already been transmitted over the backup activated by the source node. One way to accomplish this synchronization is to allocate serial numbers to the backups of each D-connection, and select a backup according to the serial number. In the remainder of this paper, we assume the use of This priority-based activation can be achieved by delaying the activation of lower-priority backups. Thus, an activation message is sent after a certain delay determined by the multiplexing degree of the backup channel to be activated. (Recall that the importance of a backup channel is represented by the multiplexing degree.) The activation of backups with a large multiplexing degree (i.e., lower-priority backups)is delayed so as to activate the backups with small multiplexing degrees (i.e., higher-priority backups) rst. The main drawback of this method is that the`activation wait delay' is always imposed on lower-priority backups. To completely avoid priority inversion, this delay should be longer than the transmission delay of the activation message over the longest channel path in the network. In a large-scale network, the recovery delay incurred to lower-priority backups could be unacceptably long.
Another way is to allow a higher-priority backup to preempt lower-priority backups, if the lower-priority backups have already been activated and there are not enough spare resources to activate all of them. Preempted channels are handled as if they were disabled by failures. So, the overhead associated with a preemption is the same as that for a failure recovery. Note that the recovery delays of lower-priority connections would be extended only if preemptions actually occur. An important issue of this method is the time granularity with which lower-priority connections can be preempted. If the preemptable interval is longer than the time needed for a backup activating operation, higher-priority backups will preempt active channels (i.e., primary channels of lower-priority connections). To avoid oscillation, the preemptable interval should be short, so that lower-priority connections may be preempted only by the higher-priority connections which fail (near-) simultaneously with them.
Resource Recon guration
After the disrupted service is resumed, the faulty channels will be torn down and, if necessary, new backup channels will be established. To tear down a channel, a`channel-closure message' is usually sent over the channel's path, so that resources for the channel may be released. However, if failures disconnect a channel's path or disable the channel end-nodes, the resource-release process becomes complicated. To facilitate the reclaiming of the resources on failed channels, we borrow the concept of \soft-state connections" in RSVP 6] . When an intermediate node of a channel receives a failure report (or detects a failure), it sets a rejoin timer whose expiration automatically triggers the channel teardown at The purpose of the rejoin timer is to give the unhealthy channels (i.e., in U state) a chance to repair themselves. Channel repair can eliminate the need of establishing new channels, in case the unhealthy channels become usable again soon.
When the channel's source receives a failure report, it sends its destination a`rejoinrequest message' via the path of the failed channel, and each healthy intermediate node forwards this message. If the failed component becomes healthy again before the rejoin timer expires, it will also forward the rejoin-request message. Otherwise, the rejoin-request message will not propagate beyond the failed component. If a (backup) channel enters U state because of a multiplexing failure, more spare resources have to be allocated to restore the channel. If it is impossible to allocate additional spare resources because of resource shortage, the rejoin-request message will be dropped.
If the channel destination node receives the rejoin-request message, the channel can be considered healthy (repaired). The destination node then sends a`rejoin message' back to the source node over the same path, and the channel state is changed from U to B, meaning that a repaired channel becomes a backup channel. If the rejoin timer had already expired when the rejoin message arrives at a node (i.e., in N state), the channel should be torn down as the resources for the channel had already been released. To undo the rejoin operations which have already done for the channel, a channel-closure message is generated by that node and is sent toward the channel destination. Figure 8 illustrates this case. The initial value of the rejoin timer should be chosen carefully. While it should be small for a quick teardown of unhealthy channels, it should also be large enough to allow their repair, including (i) the failure reporting delay, (ii) the round-trip time of the rejoin-request message and the rejoin message, (iii) the time for additional resource allocation.
If all channels of a D-connection fail simultaneously, a new primary channel has to be established from scratch. When there is no route which can meet the QoS requirement of the D-connection, its client will be informed of the unrecoverable failure. Similarly, if any channel end-node fails or the network is partitioned, all attempts of channel reestablishment will be unsuccessful and the client will be informed of the unrecoverable failure. In any of these cases, all the resources reserved for the connection will be released, when the rejoin timer expires.
So far, we have discussed the tear-down and repair of failed channels. Another issue which must be addressed is how to recon gure spare resources after backups are activated. Because spare resources are shared among multiple backups, the activation of some backups can degrade the fault-tolerance capability of the remaining backups. The required spare resources should be recalculated, and additional resources should be reserved, if necessary, to preserve the fault-tolerance capability of the remaining backups. If the required spare resources are not available, some of the remaining backups have to be closed (and/or moved to di erent paths). Then, one has to determine which backups to close or move. This problem should be dealt with carefully, since a connection is vulnerable to failures during the re-establishment of its backups.
Bounded-Time Failure Recovery
Most resource-recon guration operations, especially channel re-establishment, are timeconsuming. Fortunately, however, unlike failure detection, failure reporting, or channel switching, resource recon guration is not a time-critical action, because its delay does not directly a ect the service-disruption time except for the case of loss of all channels of a Dconnection. But resource-recon guration delay can in uence the recovery capability/delay in handling future failures. The transmission delay of control messages, such as failure reports, is a major component of the recovery delay, if we assume that there is at least one backup surviving failures so as to avoid the need of channel re-establishment. The delay of such control messages is unpredictable, if they were transported as best-e ort messages. Assigning the highest priority to control messages is not a good solution either, as it may a ect the QoS of regular real-time communication services. Suppose there are malicious nodes or a large number of coincident failures. In such cases, the ood of control messages can paralyze the whole (or part of) network. To achieve fast and robust transmission of control messages, we use a special-purpose real-time channel, called the real-time control channel (RCC). The messages transported over RCCs are called`RCC messages. ' 
The RCC Network
An RCC is a single-hop real-time channel which connects two BCP daemons for the transmission of time-critical control messages. When the network is initialized, BCP establishes a pair of RCCs, one in each direction, on every link of the network. RCCs will also be established, when failed components rejoin the network.
The format of an RCC message is shown in Figure 9 . Basically, an RCC message contains a combination of failure reports, activation messages, and acknowledgments. The control messages related to resource recon guration are excluded, since their delays are not time-critical. An interesting component of the RCC message format is acknowledgments, which are used to ensure reliable transmission of control messages. Generally, The RCC message format real-time communication does not support message retransmission, because there is not usually enough time for retransmission before the message deadline expires, and occasional losses of real-time (data) messages are tolerable in many applications. However, the loss of control messages is critical even in these applications. Each RCC message is acknowledged hop-by-hop between BCP daemons, and if a BCP daemon does not receive an acknowledgment of the RCC message which it sent, it resends the unacknowledged RCC message. Each RCC message contains a sequence number, so that duplicated messages may be easily detected and discarded. While the exact speci cation depends on the underlying real-time channel protocol, we model an RCC by three parameters without loss of generality: maximum message size S RCC max , maximum message rate R RCC max , and maximum message delay D RCC max . RCC messages are transmitted as follows. Each RCC-message has its eligible time and is held until it becomes eligible for transmission. Thus, the minimum interval (1=R RCC max ) is enforced between two RCC messages. Until the next time to transmit RCC messages, the BCP daemon at a node collects the outgoing control messages and forms RCC messages according to the destinations of the control messages. In the next node, the received RCC message is fragmented and new RCC messages are formed. The sequence of disassembly and assembly of RCC messages continues.
The collection of RCCs on all links forms a virtual network, 4 called the RCC network, of the same topology as the underlying physical network. One can consider a (physical) network as a composition of three logically-separated networks | the primary-channel network, the backup-channel network, and the RCC network.
RCC Message Delay
The delay of RCC messages depends directly on the capacity of the RCC network, i.e., if the capacity of the RCC on each link is large enough to accommodate all RCC messages on the link, the timely delivery of RCC messages can be guaranteed. There is an upper bound on the RCC message tra c, for the reasons given below. The number of failure reports on a link`cannot exceed the number of primary/backup channels on a pair of links between two nodes incident to`. We have to consider both links, because failure reports for a channel can travel in both forward and backward directions of the channel, depending on the failure location. Similarly, the number of activation messages on link`is bounded by the number of backup channels on the pair of links between the two nodes incident to`. Since both the failure report and the activation message for the same channel cannot be transported over the same link at the same time, the maximum RCC tra c is determined by the largest number of channels on a link pair among all link pairs. The RCC message delay on any link is bounded by D RCC max , if S RCC max is greater than the maximum RCC tra c. If the maximum RCC tra c on a certain link exceeds S RCC max , some RCC messages may experience a longer delay than D RCC max at that link.
Failure-Recovery Delay Bound
Now, let's consider the failure-recovery delay of a D-connection. We assume that at least one of its backup survives failures, the failures are immediately detected, RCC messages are delivered without loss/retransmission, and the computational delays for recovery operations are negligible compared to the control message delays. Then, the failure-recovery delay, ?, is the sum of`failure reporting delay' and`activation retrial delay'. The delay for the activation message is not included in ?, because services are resumed immediately after sending the activation message by the source node, assuming the activation message is delivered faster than the data message. If the RCC message delay on each link is bounded by D RCC max , we can derive an upper bound of ? as follows.
The`failure reporting delay' is less than (K ? 1)D RCC max , where K is the number of hops of the longest-route channel of the D-connection. The`activation retrial delay' needs to be considered in case the connection has multiple backups. When the activation message for a backup encounters failures during its journey, one additional round-trip delay is added to the recovery delay | the transfer delay of the unsuccessful activation message itself and the delay for reporting the new failure. It is bounded by 2(b ? 1)(K ? 1)D RCC max where b is the number of backups. With a single backup, the failure-recovery delay of a D-connection is equal to the failure reporting delay. If the failed component is located close to the source node, the recovery delay will be very short. Figure 10 illustrates the message loss during failure recovery (shaded messages are lost). The amount of actual message losses (or the service disruption time) is determined by the sum of (i) messages which are sent over the failed primary channel during failure recovery and (ii) messages which are already on the failed primary channel but do not pass the failed component yet, when failure is detected. Thus, the worst-case service disruption time is the message round-trip delay (plus the failure detection latency).
Scalability
The proposed scheme scales well because it does not require each node to maintain global knowledge of the network tra c conditions or to generate any type of messages to be broadcast. Backup multiplexing is performed hop-by-hop, and therefore, at each link, only the knowledge of primary channels whose backups traverse the link is required. Such information can be easily collected, if a backup channel-establishment message carries the path information of its primary channel. 5 Control messages are sent only over those paths of channels a ected by failures, instead of broadcasting them to the entire network.
The e ciency of backup multiplexing does not degrade as the network gets large. In fact, backup multiplexing will become more e ective in large-scale and highly-connected networks, because such networks contain more versatile paths between the two end nodes of a connection, thus lowering the probability that primary channels overlap with one another.
The backup-multiplexing delay does not directly a ect the failure recovery delay, but the computational complexity of backup multiplexing is a matter of concern. Its essential part is the construction of a set of non-multiplexable backups, B i ;`, on each link`, taking O(n) time, where n is the number of backup channels on link`. (This is because each calculation of S(B i ; B j ) requires constant time.) To nd the largest set, BCP needs to construct B i ;`f or all backups on`, which requires O(n 2 ) time. However, if we store each B i ;`c alculated before the new establishment request for B j is made, we only need to update each B i ;`b y calculating S(B i ; B j ). Hence, the complexity can be reduced to O(n) at the expense of additional memory.
Evaluation
The proposed scheme is evaluated by simulating an 8 8 torus (wrapped mesh) network and an 8 8 mesh network. In these simulated networks, neighbor nodes are connected by two simplex links, one for each direction, and all links have an identical bandwidth.
To obtain a similar total capacity for both networks, we set the link capacity of the torus network to 200 Mbps and set that of the mesh network to 300 Mbps.
Channels of each D-connection were routed disjointly by a sequential shortest-path search algorithm. Thus, the primary channel was routed rst over a shortest path, then the backup was routed without using the components of the primary channel. For simplicity, the same tra c model was used for all channels, so each channel requires 1 Mbps of bandwidth on each link of its path. The end-to-end delay requirement of each channel is assumed to be met if the channel path is not longer than the shortest-possible path by more than 2 hops. A total of 4032 connections were established incrementally, so that there may exist a D-connection between each node pair, i.e., 64 63 = 4032.
Spare Resource Overhead
We rst measure the average spare bandwidth for various backup con gurations. For ease of comparison, all D-connections are assumed to require the same number of backups and the same multiplexing degree. Single and double backup con gurations are simulated in the torus network, but only the single backup con guration can be simulated in the mesh network because of its topological limitation. Seven di erent multiplexing degrees are applied in each case. Figure 11 shows the simulation results. The`network load is a metric to indicate the ratio of the total bandwidth consumed by all primary channels to the total network bandwidth capacity. The establishment of 4032 connections resulted in a 33 34% network load in both networks.
The notation`mux= ' means that two backups are multiplexed when their primary channels share less than network components, i.e., = . (`mux=0' implies that multiplexing is disabled). The results of`mux=2' and`mux=4' are not plotted in Figure 11 , because, due to the nature of channel routing, they were very close to the cases of`mux=3' and`mux=5', respectively. Two channel paths are not likely to share two nodes without sharing a link between the nodes, so the results of`mux=2' and`mux=3' are very close to each other. The case of sharing two consecutive links (i.e.,`mux=4' and`mux=5') can be reasoned similarly.
There are several interesting observations to make from Figure 11 . First, the network capacity is reduced by more than 50% for each backup. It is because a backup channel may be routed over a longer path than the corresponding primary channel and the path of second backup becomes longer than that of the rst backup. For example, in a torus network, there are usually two shortest disjoint paths between any two nodes that are more than one hop apart. If the source and destination nodes lie on the same principal axis and the distance between the two is not exactly one half of the torus dimension, there exists only one shortest path. Therefore, without backup multiplexing, the use of multiple backups will lower the network utilization to an unacceptably low level. Second, the spare bandwidth increases proportionally to the network load regardless of the multiplexing degree. There was no drastic change in the amount of spare bandwidth. Third, with high multiplexing degrees, the overhead of multiple backups becomes close to that of a single backup. See the case of`mux=6' in Figure 11 (a) and (b). Fourth, in the mesh network, the reduction of spare bandwidth by multiplexing is not as much as in the torus network. This is because the absence of wrapped links in the mesh network makes the primarychannel paths more concentrated on the central region of the network, thus discouraging multiplexing among their backups.
We performed other simulations with inhomogeneous tra c, such as mixed bandwidth requirements or hot-spots in resource reservation. The results indicate that the e ciency of backup multiplexing is relatively insensitive to network tra c conditions, but is more sensitive to network topology | less e ective in sparsely-connected networks.
Degradation of Fault-Tolerance Due to Multiplexing
The next issue to address is the impact of backup multiplexing on fault-tolerance. We assess the fault-tolerance degradation caused by backup multiplexing by simulating three failure models: single link failure, single node failure, and double node failures. Failures are injected into the network after establishing 4032 connections. Each single link failure disables about 64 primary channels in the torus network, and about 85 primary channels in the mesh network. By injecting a single node failure, about 139 and 276 primary channels are disabled in the torus and mesh network, respectively. Each double node failure causes the disconnection of about 365 and 512 primary channels, respectively.
To measure the fault-tolerance level achieved by each backup con guration, we use the fast recovery rate, R fast , as a metric. R fast is the ratio of fast recovery by using backup channels to the number of failed primary channels. Thus, the (1?R fast ) of D-connections, whose primary fails, require the establishment of new channels for failure recovery. Since R fast accounts for only those connections whose primary fails, it will be smaller than another fault-tolerance metric, P r . The resultant R fast values are summarized in Table 1 , where N/A indicates that the total bandwidth requirement had exceeded the network capacity before establishing all connections. We exclude from consideration the connections whose end nodes fail.
As expected, the use of a smaller multiplexing degree results in higher fault-tolerance (a larger R fast value). Under the single failure model, R fast solely re ects the impact of backup multiplexing failures, because no connection loses all of its channels due to a single failure. So,`mux=1' guarantees a perfect recovery coverage from all single failures, and mux=3' does from all single link failures. Interestingly, a similar level of fault-tolerance was achievable with signi cantly less spare resources in the double backup con guration. For example, let's compare the case of single backup with`mux=3' with the case of double backups with`mux=6' in the torus network. Using a much smaller spare bandwidth, we achieved comparable R fast , demonstrating the usefulness of multiple backup channels with e ective resource sharing. The comparison between double backups with`mux=6' and a single backup with`mux=5' more clearly reveals the bene t of the multiple backup con guration.
Considering the fact that the values in Table 1 are measured under a 33 34% network-load condition, one has to double the values to estimate the spare bandwidth requirement in fully-loaded networks. Thus, in fully-loaded networks (with a 66 68% network load), 26 { 32% and 34% spare resource overheads will be induced in the torus and mesh network, respectively, to achieve around 90% of R fast from single failures. This overhead level can be reduced substantially by employing a more e cient backup routing method (e.g., see 4]).
Per-Connection QoS Management
The R fast data in Table 1 are average values, so they do not re ect the QoS level each connection actually receives. To examine if the required QoS is actually provided for each connection, we measure the QoS each connection experiences. Then, this measured QoS is compared with the QoS estimated by BCP. Let P msr r (i) denote the actual QoS received by the i-th connection and P est r (i) be its QoS estimated by BCP. P msr r (i) is the ratio of the number of cases of the i-th connection not su ering from failures or recovering from failures with a backup, to all simulation runs. The Method 2 presented in Section 3.4 is used for calculating P est r . We rst used the same simulation setup as for the rst column of Table 1 (a). We calculated the QoS di erence (P msr r ? P est r ) for each connection with a single backup in the torus network, where P msr r is measured after injecting single-link failures. In the calculation of P est r , BCP follows the`single-link failure hypothesis' and sets for links to 1=(64 4), while for nodes is set to 0. Figure 12 (a) and (b) show the distribution of QoS di erences of 4032 connections in case of`mux=3' and`mux=5', respectively. The average values of QoS di erence were 0.0003 for`mux=3' and 0.002 for`mux=5', showing very accurate QoS estimation. As explained in Section 3.4, Method 2 underestimates (i.e, positive QoS di erences) the QoS level of each connection. We get negative QoS di erences for some high-indexed connections, because we attempted to recover lowindexed connections rst in the simulation. The margin of QoS di erence is increased (i.e., less accurate estimation) as the multiplexing degree gets higher, because the QoS under-estimation by Method 2 gets worse. More accurate QoS estimation is possible by using the Method 1 presented in Section 3.4. We also simulated the mesh network using the same setup as for the rst column of Table 1 So far, we have assumed that all D-connections require the same level of fault-tolerance. We now show how the fault-tolerance level of each D-connection is maintained when different connections require di erent levels of fault-tolerance. To this end, we simulated a combination of four types of connections: 1=4 of connections with`mux=1', 1=4 of connections with`mux=3', 1=4 of connections with`mux=5', and the remaining 1=4 of connections with`mux=6'. The number of backups was the same for all connections. Table 2 shows that the fault-tolerance level of each class of D-connections can be readily controlled, while the overhead remains to be around the average of all the classes. From the simulations measuring QoS di erence, we obtained similar results to the case of the same level fault-tolerance requirement for all connections.
Comparison with Brute-Force Multiplexing
We compare the e ciency of the proposed scheme with that of a simple multiplexing method, called brute-force multiplexing. In the brute-force multiplexing method, the same amount of spare resource is reserved for all links without considering the network status.
First, we applied the brute-force multiplexing to the torus network, with reservation of the same amount of spare resources as the average amount required by our proposed scheme. The comparison between Table 1 (a) and Table 3 Table 3 : R fast with brute-force multiplexing scheme is only marginally better than the brute-force scheme. We attribute this to the homogeneity of the simulated network in terms of network topology, channel tra c model, and the distribution of channel end-nodes. The resource demands for backup activations are therefore evenly distributed throughout the network. In case of a very large multiplexing degree, the proposed scheme's estimation of the spare resource requirement may become less accurate, hence the brute-force scheme results in even higher R fast than the proposed scheme when mux=6. However, when any sort of inhomogeneity exists, the proposed scheme outperforms the brute-force scheme by a larger margin. The simulation results of the mesh network supports this observation (compare Table 3 (b) with Table 1 (c)). Furthermore, if the channel end-nodes are not evenly distributed or the required bandwidths of all channels are not identical, hot-spots (in term of the spare resource demands) occur, and the e ciency of the brute-force scheme degrades signi cantly unlike the proposed scheme. (Simulation results under inhomogeneous conditions are reported in 4].) For the same reason, the proposed scheme outperforms the brute-force scheme in terms of per-connection faulttolerance control.
Related Work
The failure-handling techniques for datagram communication are inadequate for real-time communication, because real-time messages cannot be detoured around the failed component on the y. Fault-tolerance techniques for real-time communication in multiaccess networks such as 7, 8] are not applicable to multi-hop point-to-point networks, either.
There have been roughly two types of approaches to achieving fault-tolerance in real-time multi-hop networks. The rst type is the forward-recovery approach as described in 9, 10], where multiple copies of a message are sent simultaneously via disjoint paths to mask the e ects of failures. A variation of this approach coupled with the error-correction coding scheme can be found in 11]. This approach has an advantage that failures are handled without service disruption, but it is too expensive for certain applications like multimedia networking. If infrequent packet losses due to transient failures are tolerable, the approach to detect and recover from persistent failures is a more attractive and coste ective alternative. The methods proposed in 12{19] belong to this second type of approach. The proposed scheme also falls into this type. The method proposed in 12] requires all failures to be broadcast to the entire network. When a source node is noti ed of the failure of its channel, it tries to establish a new channel from scratch. Since no resource is reserved in advance for the purpose of faulttolerance, this method causes a small overhead in the absence of faults. However, it does not give any guarantee on failure recovery. The channel re-establishment attempt can fail due to resource shortage at that time. Even when there are su cient resources, the contention among simultaneous recovery attempts for di erent faulty connections may require several trials to succeed, thus delaying service resumption and increasing network tra c.
In contrast, the method of 13] provides guaranteed failure recovery under a deterministic failure model (i.e., single failure). In this method, additional resources are reserved in the vicinity of each real-time channel, and the failed components are locally detoured using the reserved resources. Since failures are handled without intervention of source nodes, the recovery latency will be small. However, this method requires reservation of substantial amounts of extra resources, and resource usage becomes ine cient after failure recovery, because channel path-lengths are usually extended by local detouring. Similar approaches in telecommunication networks can be found in 14{16].
The work reported in 17{19] comes closest to our scheme. They proposed VPrestoration methods in ATM networks based on the backup channel concept. The main di erence of these from ours is that they are unable to control the fault-tolerance level of each connection (i.e., VP). Another di erence is that they assume that a xed trafc demand (i.e., VP setup requests) is given beforehand and remains unchanged, while we consider the dynamic setup and teardown of channels. Thus, at the network design stage, all channel paths and spare resources are determined using a computationally very expensive algorithm, to minimize resource overhead while guaranteeing recovery from a certain type of deterministic failures (typically single-link failures). Addition or removal of a channel requires recalculation of all channel paths and spare resources. Therefore, these schemes cannot be applied to an environment where short-lived channels are set up and torn down frequently. By contrast, in our scheme, we separated the spare resource allocation problem from the channel routing problem, so that (i) channel path may be selected by any algorithm and (ii) channel establishment may be done in a distributed manner without requiring global knowledge about all channels in the network. We have also presented an integrated solution to the problem of channel switching, resource reconguration, and control-message transmission, which is not speci c to a particular type of network.
Conclusion
We have proposed a failure-recovery scheme for dependable real-time communication services in multi-hop networks. The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we de ned the client interface model for fault-tolerant real-time communication. Second, we devised a mechanism to reduce the fault-tolerance overhead to an acceptably low level. Third, we developed a robust protocol for fast and guaranteed failure recovery. We evaluated the e ciency of the proposed scheme through simulations and showed that with minor degradation of the network's capability of accommodating channels, a desired fault-tolerance QoS level can be achieved.
